AMTRAK® CARRY-ON BAGGAGE

Passenger Tips for Train Travel

Stow Bags Correctly
Place all luggage in the overhead racks or bins at the end of cars. Don’t place luggage in vestibules, ADA spaces or empty seats.

Ask for Help
Assistance with your luggage is available. Never carry large items up escalators; use elevators when available.

Arrive Prepared
Not all Amtrak services offer checked baggage. Check your origin, destination, and train service to see what is available to you.
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Make it Easy
Bring only luggage you can easily carry. For safety, Amtrak® restricts passengers to 2 pieces of baggage.

Allow Extra Time
Arrive with time to board your train; 45 minutes when checking luggage. Don’t run in stations or on platforms, especially with luggage.

Pack Light
Pack only what you need. Amtrak restricts each passenger to 2 bags no greater than 28x22x14” and 50 lbs.